OUR 350FX STC MODIFICATION KIT PROVIDES THE OPERATOR TRUE PACKAGE OPTIONS THAT ADDRESS MULTIPLE ISSUES PROVIDING A VARIETY OF BENEFITS...

- **COMPLETE.** Our FX kits comprehensively address the entire aircraft and multiple performance aspects.
- **MAINTAINABLE.** Our FX kits incorporate proven, off the shelf, readily available generic parts for ease of procurement upon replacement and overall ease of maintenance.
- **FLIGHT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS.** Our FX kits are designed to take full advantage of the upgraded powerplants providing additional margins to enhance flight performance.
- **RELIABLE.** Because our FX kits are designed with simplicity in mind, and having accumulated more than 10,000 hours operational field experience they are considered highly reliable.
- **POSITIVELY AFFECT DIRECT OPERATING COSTS.** Our FX kits reduce maintenance costs per flight hour while positively impacting engine efficiency and fuel burn.

**The 350FX STC offers...**

- **INSTALLATION OF THE PROVEN GENERATIONFX VFR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM**
  - Elimination of entire original electrical system and master box
  - Design incorporates 200% duty sealed relays and components
  - Modular design allows for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting
  - North American procurred with readily available system parts
  - Dedicated avionics bus allowing easy mission system integration

- **INSTALLATION OF A NEW GENERATIONFX EXHAUST NOZZLE VENT LINE**
  - Redirects engine gearbox vent line into exhaust path
  - Eliminates engine vent oil dripping and oil saturation of tailboom

- **INSTALLATION OF THE NEW GENERATIONFX DIGITAL LCD ENGINE INSTRUMENTATION**
  - Clear accurate reading viewable in direct sunlight
  - Direct replacement for Tq, NG, and T4 analog gauges

- **INSTALLATION OF THE GENERATIONFX ELECTRO LUMINESCENT INSTRUMENT LIGHTING**
  - Provides improved instrument visibility with a soft blue-green tint
  - Eliminates all fiber light cables, light generator and diffusers

- **INSTALLATION OF THE GENERATIONFX TAILBOOM STRAKE**
  - Provides improved hover performance and cross wind controlability

- **INSTALLATION OF A AS355N INCREASED CORD TAIL ROTOR AND ACCUMULATOR SYSTEM**
  - Provides increased tail rotor thrust in heavy weight / low speed conditions

- **INSTALLATION OF THE NEW GENERATIONFX SEALED ENGINE CONTROL CABLES**

- **INSTALLATION OF THE NEW GENERATIONFX IMPROVED CENTER CONSOLE AND AVIONICS BAY**

- **INSTALLATION OF OPTIONAL FDC INLET BARRIER FILTER WITHOUT WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS**